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Audio and video installation is a complicated affair. There exist few people in the world who are
skilled enough to install an audio and video system on their own. In the real world of real people,
audio and video install jobs should be left to the professionals. This is a rule with very few
exceptions. Hereâ€™s why.

Itâ€™s complicated. You may be able to set up your own TV and DVD player. If youâ€™re skilled, you can
even plug in and program your own DVR. Beyond that, things get complicated. When you introduce
issues such as surround sound, lighting zones, communication interfaces, and whole-system
integration, the complexity ramps up. Installation of such equipment requires a new level of training,
knowledge, and even certification in order to make sense of it all.

Voltage and amperage levels need to be analyzed in order to properly set up the equipment. As you
probably know, installation is more than a matter of plugging the right cables into the right spots. A/V
installation usually involves a full understanding of the ins and outs of electrical usage within an
entire facility. Handling electrical issues is an art of incredible precision. Unless you have
specialized training, itâ€™s best to steer clear.

Improper installation can lead to unnecessary energy consumption and equipment failure. The last
thing you want is to waste money on broken equipment due to a mistake in installation. Failure to
properly install equipment can lead to unnecessary damages.

Chances are, you donâ€™t own all the necessary tools. You have a screwdriver. Maybe you even have
several different types of screwdrivers. Thatâ€™s not going to cut it with the average audio and video
install job. Installation pros own specialized tools that make the job possible. Do you have a full
spline kit? Soldering iron? Coax compression assembly tool? If not, youâ€™ll need to call the
professionals.

Once the system is installed, it needs to be professionally calibrated. Installation is only the first step
to having a fully functioning audio and video system. Once the audio and video systems have been
successfully installed, they must be calibrated for optimal use. This process alone is an esoteric
practice that only professionals can perform.

You want a reliable audio and video system with no malfunctions and very little downtime. You want
to save money on costs and upkeep. Now, what should you do about installation? Unless you are
already trained and experienced in audio and video installation, itâ€™s best to leave this job to the
professionals.
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